
 FAQs – TENDER SURE 

Being an ardent proponent of Tender SURE (Specifications for Urban Road Execution) as the 

roads of the future for Bengaluru, one has lost a lot of motorist friends! One gets accosted with 

loads of objections about the new age road project in Bengaluru. Here is the response to the 

most frequently mentioned objections: 

Honey, these folks have shrunk the vehicle lane 

Yes, the lanes have shrunk by 4-7 feet depending on road widths but they are uniform across 

the road stretch. If we accept X + Y = Z as a finite equation, and if roads are to be designed 

around the pedestrians and cyclists, something has to give and in this case it is the vehicle lane 

width. Currently, every spare bit of road is asphalted and given away to vehicles. But this is 

grossly inefficient apart from being wrong – there is enough scientific data to show that 

vehicles that go out of lane to return back to it end up delaying everyone down the lane chain. 

Vehicles will move more smoothly and faster with uniform lanes. Given the challenges in land 

acquisition, Tender SURE checks out the minimum right of way within a road stretch and plans 

for the uniform motor lanes based on that.  

Here’s a factoid to think about. The St Marks Road width from SBI to MG road is 9.6 metres (3 

one way lanes). My friends indicate that this is an arterial road and we need more road width 

for motorists. This is more than the one way lane at MG Road! Comparing with one way lanes 

across the city, the St Marks road would be among the top 5% road lengths in terms of lane 

widths while having the maximum footpath space.   

Why so much importance to Pedestrians? That’s not me 

Roughly one pedestrian dies on Bengaluru roads every day. Pedestrian is as important a 

mobility mode as vehicles. Over 50% of trips in a day are either fully or partly on foot. The 

invisible lower middle class and the poor use the non-existent footpaths Nothing about our 

road designs takes the pedestrian into account. A civilized society takes care of its vulnerable 

groups – on our roads that would be the pedestrian. Good pedestrian paths make for healthy 

life style – by the end of next year one can walk from Trinity circle on MG road to Cubbon park 

on Tender SURE footpaths. That should surely count as progress! 

Why so much width for pedestrians? 

The underground utilities are all planned under the pedestrian walkway. So consider the width 

required in laying Sewerage pipes, Water pipes, Power cables, OFC / Gas cable ducts, Storm 

water drains, alongside – it does need a fair amount of space! And then there are some massive 

trees on some of the walk ways. We need to preserve that too and also provide for pedestrians 



to walk on the footpath without having to step onto the road. And if you think the utilities 

along the ‘motorable’ roads are ok, the jutting BWSSB man holes across our city putting 

everyone at risk and slowing down traffic should make you think again. Isn’t it smarter to take 

them utilities below the pedestrian paths? 

Pedestrians ok, but where are the cyclists? 

Yes, it takes a very brave individual to take their cycle on our roads. But build the safe passages 

for them and they will come. Copenhagen has over 70% cycle usage with supporting 

infrastructure. It’s got a zero carbon footprint and a sustainable mode of transportation even 

after our fossil fuels dry up. And Bengaluru has the weather that cries out for us to take out our 

cycles for short commutes. 

Coming back to my car, what about parking spaces? 

Our roads are already clogged and it’s going to get worse with over 1,500 vehicles being bought 

per day. There is no hope for the future unless we embrace public transportation (rail, bus, 

shared cabs, autos) and alternate modes (walking, cycling) on a large scale basis. In London at 

the iconic Shard building there are no parking slots except for handicapped persons. The 

message is clear – you are welcome, your personal vehicle is not. So once again – parking is not 

a birth right that the city needs to or can deliver on. The city needs to focus on other mobility 

modes (including walking) and public transportation investments are critical. 

Traders say their business will get hit 

The competition for trade on the road is the mall experience. It’s in their interest to have 

pedestrian friendly infrastructure if they are to leverage their open Bengaluru air advantage. 

Even in extremely popular food street at VV Puram, vehicular traffic (which can easily take 

alternate routes between 8 pm to 11 pm) is allowed through the narrow street teeming with 

pedestrians. There is data from European countries to show that areas that have gone fully 

pedestrian have seen a two to threefold increase in their footfalls and business. Our High street 

retailers have been short sighted when it comes to embracing pedestrians. 

Tender SURE roads are too expensive 

Yes, the capital cost is high because 65-70% of it goes towards provisioning underground 

utilities. But in life cycle cost terms, the payback over a 7 to 10 year period is better than our 

current road model of the need for repeated repairs every 6 months. And we are not 

accounting for the serious loss of productivity, fuel consumption due to the pot holed nature of 

our roads. 

 



But these roads are taking so long to build 

Yes they could be executed faster and better. There are challenges in building them – there are 

no maps on current underground utilities; entry / exit to premises have to be provided through 

the construction, existing utilities have to work while the new roads are being built; it’s a first of 

its kind project leading to new challenges being encountered and the incessant rains last year 

have not been helpful. Yes, there is scope for further technical improvements, better 

implementation and can happen in case the powers that be decide to extend the Tender SURE 

project with its core principles elsewhere in the city. 

The BBMP and Police says future roads will be more private vehicle friendly 

That’s for the citizens to be the judge and decide. We have 13,000 kms of BBMP built and 

maintained roads. 9 kms are currently being built as roads of a different kind that respects and 

provides for pedestrians and cyclists too while ensuring vehicular movement does not suffer. 

One is unable to understand the vehement objections to a pilot stretch that is less than .001% 

of our roads. If it’s a flop show as many predict, we always have the current, presumably ‘well-

honed’, BBMP road building & maintenance model where we can be stuck with our existing 

road network forever! 

A last parting shot 

In due course, experts will say we need monetary congestion charges for the city centre like 

London, Singapore. Think of Tender SURE as a physical congestion charge that embraces 

multiple mobility modes. 

 

V. Ravichandar, Civic evangelist. On this issue, he seems to be on the wrong side of current 

sentiment but hopefully on the right side of history  


